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Reflections from the last five years

• Change in emphasis from the ecosystem approach….



to ecosystem services and valuation…



• The Natural Capital Committee 
– an independent advisory 
body, established by the 
Government’s Natural 
Environment White Paper in 
2012 (to run to 2015).

• Natural Capital Asset Index in 
Scotland
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and onto natural capital….



Natural Capital

Underpinning biodiversity, landscape , geodiversity,  and ecosystem processes

Regulating services Provisioning 
services

Cultural services

Human health, wellbeing and economy
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But it’s all part of the same story that we 
need to join up



A policy shift  

Natural Capital 
Committee  



Recommendations for policy makers and 
planners from the Valuing Our Life Support 
Systems Report

• Three Key themes:
• Evidence
• Policy 

levers/regulation
• Integration



Evidence



Appropriate natural capital valuation 
methods
NOT
• Selective cherry picking 

ecosystem services
• Using financial values only
• Not a commodity
WE NEED
• ‘scientifically sound, as 

well as ethically and 
socially acceptable natural 
capital valuation methods’

• Continued support for the 
Office of National Statistics 
work on valuation for 
policy



Cultural values and involving people



Move from a ‘net loss to net gain for 
biodiversity’
‘urgent need to value 
environmental assets 
effectively’
‘The natural capital 
framework can support 
decisions on 
conservation priorities.’
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Policy levers and Regulation



‘A clear and long term policy framework is 
necessary’



A role for regulation and policy

• If we want to stimulate 
new markets and 
environmental profit and 
loss accounts we need to 
think about policy  
levers and regulation as 
mechanisms

• ‘environmental 
regulation is needed to 
guard important natural 
assets and ecosystem 
services’ and we can’t 
leave it to markets alone



Integration

• Look at policies as 
an integrated 
package

• Policies for natural 
capital will result 
in multiple 
benefits to our 
health, well-being 
and prosperity



‘Collaborative 
frameworks’ in 
places



Join up

• Across Government 
and Governments

• Across sectors –
water, planning, 
health, 
conservation….. 

• Across disciplines
• Across evidence, 

policy and delivery



My own personal reflections…

• We need to keep the long term goal in mind and not get 
distracted by the detail

• We have made great progress in the last five years across 
all areas of the work and filled in lots of pieces of the jigsaw

• But we are kidding ourselves if we think we have nailed it, 
even in the more progressed sectors such as water



My own personal reflections…

• The jigsaw has got bigger, we are working with business 
and the health sector and their role is set to increase

• I am not sure that the public are any the wiser than five 
years ago in general, but we do now know that the public 
can get this whole agenda if it’s explained to them clearly

• We still desperately need investment in our natural capital 
and this hasn’t yet unlocked new funds yet




